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Abstract 
A finitely generated graded module E over a polynomial ring R has a filtration by its finitely 
generated graded submodules over polynomial subrings satisfying the conditions related with 
a certain kind of direct sum decomposition, if and only if the variables of R form a filter- 
regular sequence with respect to E when arranged reversely. We obtain this fact as a variation 
of the existence theorem for a system of Weierstrass polynomials or a standard basis with 
respect to generic coordinates, without using the ordering on the initial terms. We also show 
that the properties of the filtration mentioned above are reflected naturally upon the free complex 
constructed from a free resolution of E by a method described in the present author’s previous 
work. 
0. Introduction 
Given a homogeneous ideal in a polynomial ring R = k[xl, _ . . ,x,.1 over an infinite 
field k, there exists what is called a system of Weierstrass polynomials or a standard 
basis with respect to xl,. . . ,x,. if these variables are chosen sufficiently generally (cf. 
[ 14, 151). It is in fact a GrGbner basis satisfying certain additional conditions on the 
initial terms. In a series of present author’s works [lL6] where homogeneous ideals 
of height 2, especially those defining graded Buchsbaum rings, were treated, most of 
the results were expressed in the language of basic sequences which are by definition 
the sequences of the degrees of Weierstrass polynomials. Throughout the arguments 
in those papers, comparison of the basic sequence of a homogeneous ideal with the 
sequence of the degrees of the generators of some graded module was carried out fre- 
quently and that was the essential part of the theory. Our approach was successful in 
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studying graded Buchsbaum rings, because the information on the generators of rele- 
vant modules were supplied adequately for the comparison described above, by Goto’s 
structure theorem for maximal Buchsbaum modules over regular local rings (cf. [12, 
131). The aim of this paper is to reconsider the notion of Weierstrass polynomials from 
a new point of view and generalize it to the case of arbitrary graded modules over 
R so that we can compare in the same manner the generators of arbitrary homoge- 
neous ideals with those of the graded modules appearing in the course of the analysis 
of them. 
The main results of this paper read as follows (see Section 2). For a finitely generated 
graded R-modules E, there exist a finitely generated graded k[~i,. . .,x,1-submodule 
EL’] c E and a finitely generated graded free k[Xi, . . . ,x,1-submodule EC’) c E for each 
i (1 5 i 5 r + 1) such that 
(1) El’1 = E, Et’+‘] = El’+‘), 
(2) E[‘] = El’) @E[‘+‘] as k[xi+i,. . . ,x,1-module and 
(3) .iE[‘+‘I C(xi+l,. . . ,x,)E(‘) CB EL’+‘] 
for all i (1 I i < r), if and only if the sequence xr,. . . ,x1 is filter-regular with 
respect to E (see [ 16, Appendix]). Furthermore, when this is the case, the structures 
of EC’) and EL’] are uniquely determined up to isomorphism over k[xi,. . .,x,1 for each 
i (1 5 i 5 r+ 1) by the conditions (l)-(3). If the submodules as above exist, denoting 
homogeneous free bases of El’) by ej (1 5 I 5 mi), we call W := { ei ) 1 < i 5 
Y + 1, 1 5 1 5 mi } a weak Weierstrass basis of E. In the above, we may replace 
the condition (3) with a stronger one, and in that strong formulation, we call W a 
Weierstrass basis of E. 
When E is a homogeneous ideal in R, a system of Weierstrass polynomials is au- 
tomatically a Weierstrass basis (see Example 4.1) and the latter can take the place of 
the former in most of the arguments in [l-6] verbatim or with modified proofs. The 
only exception seems to remain in where the structure of the Bore1 fixed monomial 
ideals consisting of the initial forms of the elements of the given ideals is essentially 
used. 
In order to apply our method to concrete problems, it is necessary to compute and 
find a Weierstrass basis of a given graded module. We show a method in Section 3 
which utilizes the idea of grasping graded modules through free complexes as in [7]. 
By this we can treat at least the maximal quasi Buchsbaum graded modules studied in 
[7, Section 41 (see Examples 4.3 and 4.5). 
Some of the results in this paper were announced in [8, Sections 1,2] without proof 
or with only sketchy ones. Since then, the proof for our main theorem has substantially 
been improved as presented here. Interested readers will find in [8, Section 3; 9, lo] 
how our new definition of Weierstrass basis works. 
Notation.( 1) Throughout this paper R denotes a polynomial ring over a field k in Y 
indetenninates yi,. . . , y,. Let xl,. . . ,x, be linear forms in yi,. . . , y, over k such that 
R = k[x, , . . . ,x,1. We set R’ = k[xz, . *-,&I, nt = (Xl , . . . ,x,)R and m’ = (x2,. . . ,xr)R’. 
Given a matrix 0 (resp. a’) with entries in R (resp. R’), the image of the linear 
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mapping over R (resp. R’) defined by o (resp. a’) will be denoted by ImR(o) (resp. 
ImR’(a’)). We shall also write Kers(o), CokeF(a), KeF’(a’), Coke@‘(o’) in similar 
senses. 
(2) The symbol @ will be used in the following two senses: (i) E’ @ E” = 
{ (e’,e”) 1 e’ E E’, e” E E” } and (ii) E’ c E, E” c E, E’ n E” = 0, E’ $ E” = 
{ e’ + e” ( e’ E E’, e” E E” } c E. Usually, the context will make it clear which it 
means. But when direct sums in both meanings appear in a single formula simultane- 
ously, we will use another symbol $ instead of @ to express the direct sum in the 
first sense. 
(3) Given a set of polynomials, say Z, we denote by MAT(Z) the sets of matrices 
with entries in Z. 
(4) For each i (0 < j 2 r), let k[x( j)] = k[x,+i,. . . ,xr]. In particular, k[x( 0)] = 
R, k[x( l)] = R’, k[x( r)] = k. 
(5) The (1, I) unit matrix will be denoted by 1~. Given a square matrix @ of size 
(I, I), we denote Q, - x,,,ll by @ - diag(x,) in Section 3. 
(6) Let F. be a complex of finitely generated graded free modules over R with 
differentials af’ : F, + Fi-1 (i E Z). We denote by min(F.). and se(F.). free sub- 
complexes of F. such that F. = min(F.). @ se(F.)., $(min(F.)i) ~mmin(F,)i_~, 
Hi(se(F.).) = 0, se(F.)i g ImR(F 1 se(~.),) CB Kefi(dr I se(~.), > for all i E Z. (see 17, 
(l.l), (1.2)]). Further, for an integer 1, F.-I denotes the complex obtained by shifting 
F. to the left by I times. Given a chain map pt. : F. -+ G., its mapping cone will be 
denoted by con( p. ). . 
1. Preliminaries 
Lemma 1.1. Let @ be a (q,q) matrix with entries in R such that @-xl 1, E MAT(R’) 
and A a (p,q) matrix with entries in R. Then 
fl (RP @ R’q) = 0 and RPfq = ImR @(Rp@R’q) 
as R’-module. 
Proof. The columns of @ are linearly independent over R and x1 appears in every 
element of ImR(@) different from zero, so that ImR (-t) n (RP @ R’q) = 0. Since Rq = 
ImR( @) @ R’q, the equality R pfq = ImR (-,“) @ (RP @I R’q) is clear. U 
Lemma 1.2. Let E be an R-module and el, . . . , ep, ei, . . . , ei be its elements such that 
el,..., ep are linearly independent over R, (1.2.1) 
xle: E Rei +.. .+Re,+R’e~ +... + R’eb for all j (1 < j 5 q). (12.2) 
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Let further E : RP+q -_) E be a linear mapping over R which maps t(hl,. . ., hptq) to 
CL, hiei + cT=l hj+pe$. Then 
Ke?(.z) = ImR(q) = ImR (~)@ImR'(~) (1.2.3) 
as RI-module, where A’ E MAT(R), A E MAT(R’), the number of rows of A is q, the 
columns of (5) generate Kep(&) n (R* 63 R’q) over R’, n E MAT(R), @ is a (q, q) 
matrix satisfying @-x11, E MAT(R’) and cp = (-,” j’). 
Proof. By the hypothesis (1.2.2), there is a relation 
_ fi hjei - :$ fhe[ + (x1 - fJj>ei - J$, f bei = 0 (Jii E R, f b E R’) 
for each j (1 5 j 5 q). Let (-t) be the matrix whose jth column is this syzygy 
among el,..., e,,e{ ,..., ei. We have ImR (-t) c Kep(&) and 
@ -x1 1, E MAT(R’), Rp+q = ImR 
( > 
-i @ (Rp @I R’q). (1.2.4) 
Let dl,..., d, be generators over R’ for the image of the natural projection from 
Ke$(z) n (RP@R’q) to R’q and let c{,. . ., ci be elements of Kep(&) I- (RP @R/q) 
corresponding to them. Denote the matrix (ci, . . . , ci) by (5), where A E MAT(R’). 
For an arbitrary u E Ke@(.z), we have 
for suitable hi, gi E R, gi E R’ by (1.2.4). Since E o (-t) = 0, E o (5) = 0, the 
assumption E(U) = 0 implies hlel + ‘. . + h,ep = 0, so that hi = 0 for all i (1 5 
i 5 p) by (1.2.1). Moreover, gi = 0 for all i (1 5 i 5 q) if v E RJ’ @ R’q. Hence, 
Kefl(E) C ImR(-t) @ ImR’ (5) C ImR(q) C Ke$(&) and the columns of (5) generate 
KeF(&) n (RP @ R’q) over R’. 0 
Lemma 1.3. With the notation of Lemma 1.2, let L be the free R-submodule gener- 
ated by el,..., e,, and E’ the R’-submodule generated by ei, . . . , ei. Then L n E’ = 0 
if and only if A’ = 0. Moreover, in this case, Ker@(E’) = ImR’(A), where E’ denotes 
the linear mapping over R’ which maps ‘(h’,, . . . , hi) to c;==, h$e:. 
Proof. Let cl,. . . , cq be the columns of ($) and ci,. . . , ci the columns of (“,’ ). Sup- 
pose A’ = 0. If CL, hiei + cJ’=l h:e(i = 0 with hi E R, h; E R’, then ‘(hl,. . . , h,, 
hi,..., hb), which is an element of Ke?(.z), must be written in the form CL, gici + 
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c:=, g$c: with gi E A, g: E R’. Since xi cannot appear in h; (1 _< j < q), it fol- 
lows that gi = 0 for all i (1 5 i 5 q), and hence hi = 0 (1 < i 5 p). This means 
L n E’ = 0. Conversely, suppose L n E’ = 0. Since ei , . . . , eP is linearly independent 
over R by (1.2.1), it follows from the relation E o (“,’ ) = 0 that A’ = 0. The last 
assertion is obvious. 0 
Lemma 1.4. Under the conditions in Lemma 1.2, suppose instead of (1.2.2) that 
x~e~ER’el+~~~+R’eP+R’e~+~~~+R’e~forallj(l_<j<q). ( 1.2.2’) 
Let L and E’ be as in Lemma 1.3. Then L n E’ = 0. 
Proof. We keep the notation of the proof of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. Applying the results 
of Lemma 1.2 to the R-module Kefl(s), and its generators ci,. . .,+ci,. . . ,ci, one 
obtains 
KeP(cp)=ImR($)=ImR (q)@ImR’(F), 
where $ = is a matrix of relations among cl,. . , cq,c{, . . . ,c: such that 
Y -XI l,, C E MAT(R’) and the number of rows of C is s. Since cp$ = 0, we have 
/ISZ+n’!P =o, (1.4.1) 
-/IQ’ + n’c = 0, (1.4.2) 
-@Q+AY =O, (1.4.3) 
@S)‘+AC=O. (1.4.4) 
First, Q E MAT(R’), Sz = A by (1.4.3), since A, @ - xl l,, Y - xi 1, E MAT(R’). 
Next, since the condition (1.2.2’) implies n E MAT(R’), it follows from (1.4.1) that 
A’Y = -/1sZ = --/iA E MAT(R’). Hence A’ = 0. Similarly, 52’ = 0 by (1.4.4). Thus 
L n E’ = 0 by Lemma 1.3. 0 
2. Definition and existence of Weierstrass basis 
Definition 2.1. For a finitely generated graded R-module E, we set E(O) := E, E(j+' ) := 
E(J)/(Hz(E(j)) + xy_jE(j)) f or each j (0 5 j < r). If x+-i is E(‘)/75i(E(‘))-regular for 
all i (0 5 i < Y), then we call xi,..., x, a reverse jilter-regular E-sequence (r.$-r. 
E-sequence for short). 
The sequence XI,. . . ,.x, is a r.f.-r. E-sequence if and only if x,, . . . ,x1 is filter-regular 
with respect to E in the sense of Definition 1 in [16, Appendix]. This can be seen by 
Lemma 2 lot. cit. 
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Definition 2.2. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module and let W := { ef 1 1 I 
i 5 r + 1, 1 5 1 5 mi } be a set of homogeneous generators of E. We call W 
a Weierstrass basis of E with respect to xl,. . . ,xr, when it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
k[x( i - l)]ef is a free k[x( i - 1)]-module (2.2.1) 
for each pair i, 1, 
E = gE(‘) as k-module with Et’) = 5 k[x( i - 1 )]ei (2.2.2) 
i=l I=1 
and 
Xi/e{ E (Xi'fly . . . ,Xr) 
( 
F$ k[X( i’)lef ) @ (i.gq (2.2.3) 
for every triple i’, j, 1 such that 1 5 it < j < r + 1, 1 5 I < mj, where we understand 
@z,( ) = 0 if mi = 0. 
Definition 2.3. Let E, W be as in Definition 2.2. When W satisfies (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), 
and instead of (2.2.3), a weaker condition 
Xite{ E ([Xi'+l,. . . ,r]) 
( 
gk[x(i’ - l)] i’ 
I=1 
e1) @ ($p) 
(2.2.3’) 
for every triple i’, j, 1 such that 1 5 i’ < j < r + 1, 1 < 1 2 mj, we call W a weak 
Weierstrass basis of E with respect to xl,. . . ,x,.. 
Note that Weierstrass basis is automatically a weak Weierstrass basis. Note also 
that, for a finitely generated graded R-module E and a finitely generated graded free 
R-module L, the direct sum E @I L has a (weak) Weierstrass basis with respect to 
xl,. . . ,xr if and only if E does. 
Lemma 2.4. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module and { ef 1 1 < i 5 
r + 1, 1 I I 5 mi } a Weierstrass (resp. weak Weierstrass) basis of E with respect 
to Xl,..., x,. Then W has the following properties: 
(1) Et’+‘) = H;(E). 
(2) Let 2; denote ef (mod Hi(E)) and let &i = mi for 1 < i 5 r, fi,+1 = 0. Then 
{ 6; 1 1 I i < r + 1, 1 5 2 5 Si } is a Weierstrass (resp. weak Weierstrass) basis 
of E/Hi(E) with respect o x1 , . . .,x,.. Moreover, xr is EJHi(E)-regular. 
(3) Let Gi denote ei (mod Hi(E) +x,E). Then { Ci 1 1 < i 2 r, 1 5 I 5 mi } is 
a Weierstrass (resp. weak Weierstrass) basis of the R/(x,)-module E/(Ht(E) + x,E) 
with respect o xl,. . . ,x,-l. 
Proof. (1) By (2.2.3) (resp. (2.2.3’)) the finite-dimensional vector space El’+‘) is a 
finitely generated graded k[x( r - 1)]-module, which must be of finite length. Therefore 
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Y/8’+‘) = 0 for n % 0. On the other hand, x, is not a zero divisor for @F=, EC’). Hence, 
&+I) = Un>l 0 : E x,” >Hi(E). Let e E El’+‘) and xje = f + f’ with f E @lx1 EC’), 
f’ E I?(‘+‘).-Then f = 0, since 0 = xj(x,“e) = x:(xie) = x,“f + x,“f’ = x:f for n 90. 
Consequently, xjE lr+l) C El’+‘) for all j (1 < j < r), which implies that EC’+‘) is an 
R-module. Besides, EC’+‘) is of finite length over R by the above observation. Hence 
El’+‘) c Hi(E). 
(2) Clear by the reasoning above. 
(3) Since xr is E/Hi(E)-regular, the assertion follows from (2). 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let W be a Weierstrass basis of a _finitely generated graded 
R-module E with respect to xl , . . . ,xr as in Definition 2.2. Then W satis$es 
for every triple i’, j, 1 such that 1 5 i’ < j 5 r + 1, 1 < 1 < mj, 
Proof. By (1) of Lemma 2.4, the inclusion (2.5.1) is true for j = r + 1, which at the 
same time implies our assertion for the case r = 1. Now suppose that r > 1 and that 
(2.5.1) holds for smaller r. Then by (3) of Lemma 2.4 and by the induction hypothesis 
applied to E( ‘1, 
Xi/f?/ E (Xj,...,Xr_l) gk[x(i’)]ej 
I=1 > 
@CXj,...,Xr-lI (ii$lEii)) @ (gEli’) 
+H:(E) + x,E 
for i’, j, I with 1 5 i’ < j 5 r, 1 5 1 5 mj. Since Hi(E) = EC’+‘) by (1) of Lemma 
2.4 and ,u,E cx,(& EC’)) 63 El’+‘) I we find (2.5.1) by the conditions (2.2.2) and 
(2.2.3). 0 
Corollary 2.6. If a Jinitely generated graded R-module E has a weak Weierstrass 
basis with respect to x1,. . . ,x,., then xl,. . ,x, is a r.J-r. E-sequence. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.4 repeatedly. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let E be a graded R-module and es (1 < s 5 r + 1, 1 < 1 5 m,) be 
elements of E satisfying xi,e: E C,‘L:, Cyi, k[x( s - l)]eS for every triple i’, j, I such 
that 1 5 i’ < j 5 r + 1, 1 5 1 5 rnj. Then C:z: cy!l k[x( s - l)]ef is a jinitely 
generated R-module. 
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Proof. Set 
r+l m, 
M = C CRes, 
s=l l=l 
r+l ms 
N = C C k[x( s - l)]ef, 
s=l I=1 
r+l m, 
M’ = C C R’e[, 
s=2 I=1 
r+l ms 
N’ = C C k[x( s - l)]es. 
s=2 I=1 
It suffices to prove M = N. The case r = 0 is trivial. Suppose that r > 0 and that our 
assertion is true for smaller r. Let 
(el, . . . ,ep)=(4,...,e&), 
(e’, ,..., eb)=(ef ,..., ei, ,..., ei ,..., ek ,,..., e;+l,..., ek:J,). 
By hypothesis, there are a (p, q) matrix n and a (q, q) matrix CD satisfying @ - 
x11, E MAT(R’) such that (ei,. ..,eP,ei ,..., ei)(-i) = 0 as shown in the proof of 
Lemma 1.2. Since RP+‘J = ImR (-t) CD (RP @ R’q) by Lemma 1.1, one sees M = 
Cy!l Rej + M’. Besides, M’ = N’ b y t h e induction hypothesis. Thus, M = N and N 
is an R-module. 0 
Given a weak Weierstrass basis { ef 1 1 5 i 5 Y + 1, 1 5 1 5 mi } of a finitely 
generated graded R-module E with respect to x1 
EC’]_ 
, . . . ,x,, we will denote @;‘i E(j) by 
Lemma 2.8. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module which has a weak Weier- 
strass basis with respect to xl,. . .,x,. Then EC’] is a finitely generated graded 
k[x( i - 1 )]-module. 
proof. Apply the result of Lemma 2.7 to the k[x( i - 1)]-module E and its elements 
$(iIsIr+l, lLZLm,)foreachi(l<i<r+l). 0 
The next lemma shows that the k[n( i - 1)]-modules Et’) and EL’] are uniquely 
determined by the sequence xi,. . . ,x, up to isomorphism. 
Lemma 2.9. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module and suppose E = L@E’ = 
F@G’ as R’-module with finitely generated graded free R-submodules L, F andJinitely 
generated graded R’-submodules E’, G’. If xl E’ c m’L @ E’ and x1 G’ c m’F 63 G’, then 
L ? F as R-module and E’ % G’ as R’-module. 
Proof. We have 
_I? := E/&E = (L/&L) @ (E//&E’) = (F/m/F) CB (G//&G’) 
as k-module. From our hypothesis it follows that xl(E’/m’E’) C El/&E’, xl(G’/m’G’) 
c G’/m’G’. We see therefore Un>l 0 :d q = E’Jm’E’ = G’Jm’G’ and E/ Un,l 0 :B 
x; = L/m/L = F/&F, in particular< L g F. Besides dimk(Ei) = dimk(E,)-dimk(L,) = 
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dimk(E,) - dim@‘,) = dimk(Gi) for all t E Z. To prove E’ S G’, it is enough to 
show that the composition E’ -+ E proiection, G’ is injective, which is equivalent to 
saying that E’ n F = 0. If r = 1, one sees x,“E’ = 0 for n >> 0, 0 IF x, = 0, 
so E’ f? F = 0. Suppose that Y > 1 and that our assertion is true for smaller Y. 
If E’ n F # 0, let e be a homogeneous element of E’ n F different from zero of 
the least degree. Applying the induction hypothesis to the R/(x,)-module E/x,.E = 
(L/x,L) @ (E’/x,E’) = (F/xrF) @ (G’/x,G’), we find (E’/x,.E’) n (FIx,F) = 0, so that 
e E x,E = x,.L $ x,.E’ = x,F @ x,G’. Since e E E’ n F, this implies e = xrJ’ = x,e’ 
with f E F, e’ E E’, so that x,(f - e’) = 0, f’ := f - e’ E Un>l 0 :E x: c E’. Hence, 
f = e’ + f’ E E’ n F, deg( f) < deg(e). By the minimality of deg(e), we must have 
f = 0 and e = x,.f = 0, which contradicts our assumption. Thus, E’ n F = 0. C 
Now we pass on to the proof for the existence of Weierstrass basis. 
Theorem 2.10. Let E be a jinitely generated graded R-module and suppose that 
XI,. . . ,xr is a r.J-r. E-sequence. Then there are homogeneous elements el,. . . ,eP, 
ei,..., eh of E which have the following properties: 
E = Rel + . ’ + Re, + R’ei + . . ’ + R’ei, (2.10.1) 
et,..., eP are linearly independent over R, (2.10.2) 
x,eJ. E m’el + . . .+m’e,+R’e’,+...+R’e~foralZj(l<j<q). (2.10.3) 
Proof. When r = 0, we put p = dimk(E), q = 0 and take as et,. . . , eP a free basis 
of E. When r = 1, we take as et,. . . , eP homogeneous elements of E which give a 
free basis of E/Hi(E) and as ei, . . . , ei a free basis of the k-module Hz(E). Let us 
proceed by induction on r. Assume r > 1. 
Case 1: Suppose depth,(E) > 0. Let R, RTI, tit’ and ,!? denote R/x,R, R’/x,R’, 
(x2...., x,_l)(R’/x,R’) and EIx,E, respectively. By the induction hypothesis, there are 
homogeneous elements et,. . . , IT,, I?{, . . . ,I?; E l? such that 
E = &, + . . . + Re, + l?if; + . . * + IFiT;, (2.10.4) 
el, . . . , I?, are linearly independent over 8, (2.10.5) 
x+; E m’e, +. . .+Gi’fTp+rl’2{+...+1’F~ for all j (1 <j<q). (2.10.6) 
Since x, is E-regular, not only the generators et,. . . ,Zp,,Ei,. . . ,tFb of E over R but 
also the relations among them over I? can be lifted to those over R. Denote by 
et ,..., e,,g{ ,..., Ci the generators of E thus obtained. The property (2.10.6) implies 
that x1;; = CZt, JjFi + X:=1 & with fij E tit’, $ E I?‘, so that by lifting, one 
obtains a relation 
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with i;, = &, $ z & (mod x,R) for each j (1 I j I 4). Let &J := (2:) 
be the (p + q, q) matrix consisting of the q relations just described, where dt is a 
(q, q) matrix such that $1 - x1 1, E MAT&R + R’) and A E MAT(m’R). First, by a 
column transformation, we can deform the matrix 6 into the form 6 := (-j) with 
2 E MAT(m’R), @ - x11, E MAT(R’). To see this, define Tt, d, E MAT(R) and 
di E MAT(R’) by the rule 
Tt=Tt-1(1,+ C(-x,A,-~)“)=xll,+A:+xlx,A, (t2 1). 
n>l 
Here C,,,( --xJ_I )” is a finite sum, since the degree of the (i,j) component of 
(-x,A,_~)” = (-xr>“A:_, is 
tively that 
deg(Z;.) - deg(Zi) and independent of n. We find induc- 
A, = A;_-1A;_-2... AbA; 
for suitable A:’ E MAT(R). Moreover, the degree of the (i,j) component of At is 
deg($) - deg(Zi) - 1 and that of Ai is deg(Z;) - deg(<) + 1 for all t, therefore the 
degree of the (i,j) component of A:’ is deg(Zi) - deg(e”i) - 1 - t. Thus, A, = 0 for 
a large enough to. It suffices to set Cp = TrO. Next, we can deform 6 into the form 
0 := (-t) with II E MAT(m) by a row transformation which does not change @. 
Such a row transformation corresponds to a change of generators 
SinceE=Rgl+...+Re”,+R’gi+... +R’Zb by (2.10.4), the property (2.10.1) fol- 
lows. Since x, is E-regular, the property (2.10.5) implies (2.10.2). Finally, (2.10.3) 
is nothing but the property of the matrix 0 whose columns are relations among 
et ,..., e,,ei ,..., ei. 
Case 2: When depth,(E) = 0, applying the above argument to the factor module 
E/Hz(E), we obtain el,. . . ,e,,ei,. . . ,ei, E E which have the required properties mod- 
ulo H;(E). Adding a free basis e$+,, . . . , ei of Hz(E) over k to the above generators, 
we get (2.10.1), (2.10.2) and (2.10.3). 0 
Theorem 2.11. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module and suppose that 
x1,. . . ,x, is a r.j-r. E-sequence. Then there is a Weierstrass basis of E with respect 
to x1 ,...,X,. 
Proof. The case r = 0 is trivial. Suppose r > 0 and that our assertion holds for smaller 
r. We first apply Theorem 2.10. Let ei, . . . , eP, e{, . . . ,ei E E be the homogeneous gen- 
erators described there, E’ the R’-submodule generated by ei, . . . , e$ and L the free R- 
submodule generated by ei, . . . , eP. Since E = L BE’ by Lemma 1.4 as R/-module and 
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sincexi,... ,x,. is a r.f.-r. E-sequence, one finds inductively that Hi(E(‘)) = Un>l 0 :sC,) 
x:-i = Un,l 0 :E,(,) x,“_~ >H$(E’(‘)), H$(E(‘)) cH~(E(‘)) n E’(j) cH,$(&‘)), i.e. - 
Hz(E(‘)) = H$(E’(‘)) and that EC’+‘) = L/‘(Xr_i, . . . ,xr)L @ E ‘(i+l) for each i (0 < i < 
Y - 1). In consequence, x2,. . . ,x,. is a r.f.-r. El-sequence. By the induction hypothesis, 
there is therefore a Weierstrass basis { ef 1 2 5 i < r + 1, 1 5 1 5 mi } of E’ with 
respect to x2,. . .,x,. Let ml = p, e! = et (1 5 1 5 p). Since e; (2 5 i 2 r + 1, 1 5 
1 5 mi) are linear combinations of e{, . . . , ei over R’, the set W := { ef 1 1 < i 5 
Y + 1, 1 < I 5 m, } satisfies the condition (2.2.3) completely including the case i’ = 1 
by (2.10.3). It also satisfies the remaining conditions (2.2.1) (2.2.2) clearly. Therefore, 
W is a Weierstrass basis of E with respect to xl,. . . ,xr. Cl 
Theorem 2.12. Assume that k is an injinite field. Let E be a finitely generated graded 
R-module. Then there are nonnegative integers mi (1 < i 5 r + l), nondecreasing 
sequences of integers ii’ = (n\, . . . , r&J (1 5 i 5 r + 1) and a nonempty Zariski open 
subset U of the r2 dimensional affine space RF such that the following conditions 
hold for every (xl,. . . ,xr) E U: 
(1) The variables xl,. . , ,x,. form a r.f-r. E-sequence. 
(2) There is a Weierstrass basis { ef 1 1 5 i 5 r + 1, 1 5 1 5 mi } of E with 
respect o x1,. . . , x, satisfying deg(ef ) = nf. 
Proof. Let cij (1 5 i < r, 1 2 j _< r) be indeterminates over k, k” the quotient field 
of k[Q := k[[ij; 1 5 i 5 r, 1 2 j < r] and fi = CT=, {ijyj (1 < i 5 r). Let further 
I?=R@& D?=((x”, ., . . ,&)R, ,!? = E @& k. Since #k = co, sufficiently general r linear 
combinations of x^i , . . . ,.i$ over k form a r.f.-r. E-sequence. This means that 21,. ,A?,. 
itself is a r.f.-r. E-sequence. By Theorem 2.11, therefore, E admits a Weierstrass basis 
{ Cf ) 1 < i 5 r + 1, 1 5 1 5 mi } with respect to 21,. . . ,&. Set n; = deg(gi) 
for all i, 1. Here we may assume, without any loss of generality, that ni,, . . . , rzk, is 
a nondecreasing sequence of integers for each i. The property (2.2.3) of Weierstrass 
basis yields relations 
(2.12.1) 
.I 
where iii,,j,l,), E (~i~+l,...,~r)k[~(i’)] and $i,,j,I,), E &(i - l)] (i’+ 1 < i < r + 1). 
Let gi E k[[] be a polynomial satisfying gigi E E 8.k k[Q, glhii,,j,,,), E R @k k[i] for 
all i’, j, I’, i, 1 and let U’ be the Zariski open subset of RF defined by det([ij)gl # 0. 
For an arbitrary rational point of U’, let ef denote the element of E obtained from g: 
by specialization. First of all, the relations (2.12.1) imply (2.2.3), in particular N := 
Crz’=‘: Cy!i k[x( i - 1 )I ef is an R-module by Lemma 2.7. Let to be an integer such that 
EI = rn’-“OE, for all t 2 to. Since _?? = $LL: @L, &(i - l)@, dim,-(E,) = dimk(E,) 
for all t E Z and since Es, := Gtr10 Et is a finite-dimensional vector space over k, 
there is a nonempty open subset U c U’ such that N contains Es, for the specialization 
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at any point of U. Choosing U in this manner, we have N = E. Furthermore, 
r+l m, 
dimk(E,) = dimk(N,) Q C C dimk((k[x( i - l>]ef)t) 
i=l I=1 
r+l m, 
< C C dim,$(&(i - l)]Zi)t) = dim,-(&) = dimk(E,) 
i=l kl 
for all t E Z, therefore (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) hold. Thus, { ef 1 1 5 i 5 r+l, 1 5 I < mi } 
is a Weierstrass basis of E with respect to x1 , . . . ,x,. This, together with (2.6), proves 
our assertion. 0 
By Proposition 2.5, Theorems 2.11 and 2.12, we can apply the results on standard 
free resolutions described in [6, Section 31 to all finitely generated graded R-modules. 
Definition 2.13. For a finitely generated graded R-module E, let fi’ = (n\, . . . , nfi) (1 5 
i 5 r + 1) be the nondecreasing sequences of integers stated in the above theorem. 
We call the sequence (fii)tli++t = (El;. . . ; ii’;. . . ; 2”‘) the basic sequence of E and 
denote it by B&E). 
3. Weierstrass bases and complexes 
A Weierstrass basis of a graded R-module E provides a filtration E = EC’] 
> EL21 > . . . > EL’+‘] = Hi(E). In this section, we discuss it from the viewpoint of 
free complexes. The complexes treated below are all assumed to be finite. 
Lemma 3.1. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module which has a direct sum 
decomposition E = L @ E’ as R’-module with a graded free R-submodule L c E and 
a finitely generated graded R’-submodule E’ c E. Let further 
be a free resolution for E’ as R’-module and put Gi = Gi @RI R for all i. Then we 
can construct a free resolution for E of the form 
where @i - diag(xt ) E MAT(R’). 
Proof. Let et,. . . ,ep denote a free basis of L over R, et , , . . . , ei the generators of E’ over 
R’ coming from the free bases of Gt, and (;f) a matrix whose columns are relations 
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among ei,. . . , ep, el,, . . . , ei constructed as in Lemma 1.2. Since L is free, L fl E’ = 0 
and Gi -% Gb -+ E’ + 0 is exact, we find by Lemma 1.3 that 
KeIR(c) = ImR 
(Z) @IrnR’ (Aq) 
as R’-module. Moreover, the columns of (-,;“) are linearly independent over R, namely, 
ImR (it) is graded free, and Gi 3 Gi + ImR’ c,) ---) 0 is exact. Now the situation 
is the same as at the beginning. One can therefore repeat the same argument as above 
on and on to obtain a free resolution 
G (_l)@Gsw . ..-Gs(-l)@Gd-----+ z 
G(-I)@GI(:L@Go-E+O, G-l)@G- o 
where @i - diag(xi) E MAT(R’). Finally, from the relation (@i,Ai)(,)t;) = 0 follows 
that Ai=Ai (i> 1). 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let F, T be jinite free graded R-modules, G’, S’ Jinite free graded RI- 
modules, G = G’ @RI R, S = S’ @R’ R and 
a complex, where 
are matrices such that A, C, @ - diag(x,), !P - diag(x, ) E MAT(R’). Then the 
following assertions hold. 
(1) There is a matrix C’ E MAT(R’) with the same number of rows as Y such 
that 
ImR($) = ImR ($)@ImR’(~,). 
Moreover, we may assume C’ E MAT(m) if C E MAT(m’). 
(2) ImR(cp) = ImR(y) @ ImR’($. 
(3) KerR(cp) = ImRj$) @ (0 @KerR’(A)). 
(4) KerRI = ImR (C’) if and only if KerR(cp) = ImR($). 
Proof. (1) Let 71 denote the projection from G( - 1) @ S to G( - 1) @ S’ with respect 
to the direct sum decomposition G( - 1) @ S = ImR (2) @ (G( - 1) @ S’) (see Lemma 
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1.1). For an element ‘(ht,. . , hP, h’,, . . . , hi) E V := n(ImR($)), one sees 
by the inclusion ImR($) C KerR(q), so that hi = 0 (1 5 i 5 p). In other words, V is 
an R’-submodule of 0~5”. Let C’ be a matrix with q rows whose entries are in R’ 
such that the columns of (co,) g enerate V over R’. Then ImR($) = ImR (y) @ V = 
ImR(-,A) $ ImR’ (:,) as desired. Since V = n(ImR(E)), one sees C’ E MAT(m’) if 
C E MAT(m’). 
(2) Since G(-I)@S = Im(-‘$)@(G(-l)@S’) and q(y) = 0, one finds ImR(cp) = 
ImR (-,“) + ImR’ (j) . Besides, ImR (>‘) II ImR’ (j) = 0, whence our assertion. 
(3) The columns of (-,“) are linearly independent over R, (-:)(-A) + (,$ Y 
= 0 and ImR ( iA) n ImR’ ($ = 0, so that applying Lemma 1.3 to the R-module ImR(cp), 
we find that KerR(cp) = ImR($) @ (0 @ KerR’(A)). 
(4) Clear by (1) and (3). q 
Remark 3.3, Under the condition as in Lemma 3.2, similar results hold for the trans- 
posed matrices. Suppose n E MAT(R’). 
(1) There is a matrix A’ E MAT(R’) with the same number of columns as @ such 
that 
ImR(‘cp) = ImR (1:) CeImR’ (-2’) 
Moreover, we may assume /1’ E MAT(&) if n E MAT(m). 
(2) ImR(‘$) = ImR (1:) 6E ImR’ (_d”). 
(3) KerR(‘$) = ImR(jT) @ (KerR’( -‘A) @ 0). 
(4) KerR’(‘A) = ImR (‘A’) if and only if KerR(‘+) = ImR($), 
Proposition 3.4. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module having a Weierstrass 
basis with respect o xl,, . . ,;c,. Then, it has the following properties. 
(1) Exti(E, R) ” Ext&~)l(EIS+ll, k[x(s)]) as k[x(s)]-module for 1 5 s < j. 
(2) For each i (2 5 i < r + l), the k[x(i - I)]-module EL’] has no free direct 
summand if ExtA-‘(E, R) = 0. 
Proof. Let 
. . . +G;++G;~G;~G;,~E[2b0 
be a minimal free resolution for EL21 over R’ and 
.~.-G2(-1)@G3=G,(-l)@G2~ 
Go(-l)~G1~E(‘)~Go~E-O 
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a free resolution of E over R described in Lemma 3.1, where 
and A E MAT(m) by (2.2.3). For each j 2 2, we have 
ImR(‘CJ7j) = ImR (:2) @ImR’(-‘$-i) 
and 
KeP(‘qj+i ) = ImR 
‘@j 
( ) 
tA, @ (KerR’(--‘Aj) @ 0) 
J 
by (2), and (3) of Remark 3.3, so that Exti(E,R) S! Exti,Y’(E121,R’) as R’-module. 
This proves our assertion for the case s = 1. Since (E[2])[s] = E[‘+‘] for s > 2, we 
find inductively that ExtiY’(E[21,R’) 2 Ext&s,,l(E [‘+*I k[x(s)]) as k[x(s)]-module for ,
2<s<j. 
(2) We first prove that E12] has no free direct summand as R’-module provided 
Extd(E, R) = 0. Let the notation be as above. Since (pi(p2 = 0, we find by Remark 3.3 
that there is a matrix A’ E MAT(R’) with the same number of columns as @i satisfying 
ImR(‘cpi ) = ImR (1::) @ ImR’ (-2’) and that the condition ExtA(E, R) = 0 is equivalent 
to KerR’(‘Ai) = ImR’(‘/l’). On the other hand, the EF2] has no free direct summand 
as R’-module if and only if KerR’(‘Ai) c &GA”. Since ,4 E MAT(m’), we see A’ E 
MAT(m). Hence, E12] has no free direct summand as R/-module if ExtL(E, R) = 0. 
Next, let us consider the case 3 < i 5 Y + 1. The condition Ex$‘(E, R) = 0 implies 
Ext,&(i_2)1(Eli-11,k[x(i - 2)]) = 0 by (1); therefore E[‘] = (E[i-1])‘21 has no free direct 
summand as k[x(i - 1 )]-module as shown above. 0 
Lemma 3.5. With the notation of Lemma 3.2, suppose further that A E 
MAT(M’R). Let E, G’ denote Cokefl(cp), Coke?“(A). Then E P F @ G’ as R’- 
module and x1 G’ c m’F @ G’. In particular, El’) Z F as R-module and EC21 S G’ as 
R’-module, if E has a Weierstrass basis with respect to x1,. . ,xr. 
Proof. Let ei,. . .,ep (resp. el,,. . . , ei) be the generators of E coming from the free 
bases of F (resp. G) (p := rat&R(F), q := rat&R(G)) and let L (resp. E’) be the 
R-module (resp. R/-module) which they generate. Since F @ G = ImR (>‘) @ (F @ G’), 
(el,...,e,,e{,..., ei)( i”) = 0 and ImR(cp) = ImR (2) @ ImR’ c), we see E = L + E’, 
xlE’ E M’L + E’ and moreover CL, hiei + cTXl h(ieJ = 0 with hi E R, h$ E R’ if and 
only if hi = 0 (1 < i < p), ‘(h’,, . . . , hi) E ImR’(A). This means in particular LnE’ = 0, 
F ” L, E’ g G’. Hence, E s F @ G’ as R’-module with xi G’ c m’F @ G’. The last 
assertion follows from (2.2.3) and Lemma 2.9. 0 
Definition 3.6. We say that a complex F. with differentials 8; (i E Z) has a decom- 
position over R’ into G’., @. if there are square matrices 4pi (i E 2) and a complex 
of finite free graded R’-modules 
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such that @i - diag(x,) E MAT(P), Pi = Gi-1(-l) @I Gi and q = -2:’ i,) for 
I I 
all i, where Gi = Gi @R’ R. 
Note that F. is the mapping cone of the chain map @. : G,_l( - 1) --+ G.-r if it 
has a decomposition over R’ into G’., @.. With the use of Lemma 3.1 and Remark 
3.3, one can prove that given a finitely generated graded R-module E, there exists 
a complex F. having a decomposition over R’ into G’,, @. such that Cokefl(q) 
is isomorphic to the direct sum of E and a suitable graded free R- 
module. 
Lemma 3.1. Let F. be a complex of finite free graded R-modules which has a de- 
composition over R’ into 
G’ 
A-I 
. : -.. 4 G;%G; -5~t,%G'_, -G; + -.-, 
@. : G.-1(-l) + G.-I, 
where G. = G’. @R’ R. Denote by E (resp. E’) the cokernel of the linear mapping 
i$’ (resp. Al) over R (resp. R’). Then 
E = N ~A-l((se(G.)-I(-l))~Ao(se(G.)o), 
E’ = N’ CB Ao(se(G’.)o), 
where N (resp. N’) is a finitely generated graded R-module (resp. RI-module). More- 
over, N 2 L @ N’ as R’-module and xlN’ c m’L @ N’ with a graded free R-module L. 
proof. put P: = min(G’.)., Q: = se(G’.)., P. = P’. @R! R, Q. = Q’. @R’ Ry 
K’ = A.Ipr., 82’ =A&,, x = K’B~,R, & = at’@~,R. We have G’. =p’.@Q’.. 
Let $. denote the composite chain map 
~,_r(-1) L-$ G.-1(-l) -% G.-I projection, p,_ 1 .
Since G. = P. @ Q. with Q. split exact and since F. is the mapping cone of the 
chain map @. : G._l( - 1) -+ G.-r, we find that F. is isomorphic to the direct sum 
of Q._r( - 1) @ Q. and the mapping cone of 8.. Hence, 
E = Cokers($) 
= N @ (Q-d&QoM-1) @ <QoP?(Qd), 
g N ~A-l<Q-l<-1>>~Ao(Qo), 
where 
N := CokeP( >T :;). 
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Let L = P-1(-1), N’ = Coker@(q’). Then it is clear that E’ = N’ @ (Qh/At(Q{)) = 
N’ @ As( QA). Since 
& - diag(x, ) E MAT(R’) and 8, g E MAT(m) 
by the assumption on @., P,, Q. we see N s L @ N’, xlN’ c m'L @ N’ by 
Lemma 3.5. 0 
Proposition 3.8. Under the assumption of Lemma 3.7, let X be a graded free 
R-module such that 
Suppose that E has a Weierstrass basis with respect to XI,. . . ,x, and that 
HO(F”*) = 0. Then 
1 
min(G.)_t(-1) E Ml’) @X, 
E = A4 @A-1(&G.)-1(-l)) @Ao(se(G.)o) @X, (3.8.1) 
E’ = ML21 $ Ao(se(G’.)o), 
where M is an R-module with no free direct summand. 
Proof. Let the notation be as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 and let S. = con($.)., 
a: = (-;;I ;). Note first that N has a Weierstrass basis with respect to XI,. . . ,x, 
since E does by hypothesis. We have F. = Q.-1(-l> C!J Q. @ min(S.). @ se(A)., 
so that X 2 i3i(se(,S.)s). On the other hand, N = M @ g(se(S.)o) = M $X with 
M = Cokefl(a? I min(S.)1)- Since H”(min(&)“*) = H”(S”‘) = ZZ’(F”‘) = 0, the 
R-module M has no free direct summand. Furthermore, min( G. )_ I(- 1) = P- I(- 1) = 
L E N(l) = Ml’) @X and MC21 = EL21 = NL2] = N’ by Lemma 3.5, which completes 
the proof of our assertion. 0 
Corollary 3.9. Under the assumption of Proposition 3.8, suppose further that G. is 
minimal. Let X = g(se(F.)O). Then E g M @X with a graded R-module M having 
no free direct summand. Moreover, E’ g EL21 2 Mi2] and G-1(-1) s M(l) @X. 
Proof. Clear by Proposition 3.8 since se(G.). = 0. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let F. (resp. T.) be a complex having a decomposition over R’ into 
G’., @. (resp. S’., Y. ), Ai = a?‘, Bi = $’ and ,a. : F. -+ T. a chain map. Zf 
Ti = 0 for i < a + 1 and the images of the free bases of Fi by ui are contained in 
&1(-l) @ S: for all i E Z, then 
Pa+1 = (c;+l,D:+l), /ii= (DLjT’ ii) for i > a+1 
in matrix representation with respect to the direct sum decompositions Fi = 
Gi_t(-1) @ Gig 8 = Si_t(-1) @ Si, where C,!, D{ E MAT(R’) and 0: : G’. -+ S’. is 
a chain map. 
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Proof. Note first that Si = 0 
Ci, Di E MAT(R), Ci, Di E 
that 
-Ci_tAi_t + Di_l@i = 
Di_lAi = -Bi_lDi, 
-Ci_,Ai_l + Di_l@i = 
Df_lAi = YiDi + BiDi. 
for all i < a + 1. By hypothesis, pi = (2 $) with 
MAT(R’). From the relation pi-tar = a:,& it ‘follows 
-Bi_tCi, 
YiCi + BiC:, 
Since @i - diag(x, ), Yi - diag(x, ) E MAT(R’), one obtains therefore that Ci = 
DI_,, Di = 0 for all i E Z. 0 
Lemma 3.11. Let F, (resp. T,) be a complex having a decomposition over R’ into 
G’., @. (resp. S’., !P, >, Ai = a:‘, Bi = 8:’ and ~1, : F. -+ T, a chain map. Suppose 
that pi = ( D$1 j!) E MAT(R’) in matrix representation with respect o the direct 
sum decompositionk Fi = Gi_t(-1) @ Gi, Ti = Si-t(-1) @ Si. Then con@.). has a 
decomposition over R’ into con(D:)., (g! V:+, ), where c: = (-l)‘Ci and con(D:). 
denotes the mapping cone of the chain map 0: : G’. -+ S’.. 




for i E Z, we adopt the latter here. Then 
for all i E MAT(R’) in matrix representation with respect to the direct sum decompo- 
sition 
K = (Gi-1(-l) @ Si(-1)) @ (Gi @ Si+t). 
This implies our assertion. 0 
Lemma 3.12. Let F. (resp. T.) be a complex having a decomposition over R’ into 
G’., @. (resp. S’., Y. ) and Ai = a?‘, Bi = 87’. Suppose Ti = 0 for i < a + 1 and 
Hi(T.) = 0 for (i > a+ 1). Then any chain map v. : F. -+ T. is chain homotopic to 
a chain map p. : F. + T. such that the images of the free bases of Fi by pi lie in 
Si_t(-l)@Si for all i E Z. 
Proof. Let v. : F. -+ T. be a chain map, M := Coke?(q+,), E := H,+l(T.) = 
Coke@(aT+,) and E’ := Coker@(B,+z). Let further iia+t : A4 + E denote the homo- 
morphism over R induced by v.. We have 
KerR(ar) = ImR(@+,) = fmR (~~)(B1mR’(B~I) (i>a+l) 
by (2) of Lemma 3.2 and moreover 
E % S,( - 1) BE’ = E’ as R/-module 
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by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.5. These in mind, let us construct 
a chain map ,u. : F. -+ T. by the standard method starting with V,+i. In doing so, we 
can choose pi from matrices of the form with Ci, Di E MAT(R), C,!, 0: E 
MAT(R’) for all i E Z. Since v. 2: p., I? 
4. Examples 
Example 4.1. Let a be a homogeneous ideal in R and suppose that xi,. . . ,xr are chosen 
sufficiently generally. Then the system of Weierstrass polynomials of a described in 
[6,( 1.1 ), ( 1) of (1.2)] is a Weierstrass basis of a with respect to xi,. . . ,xr in the sense 
of this paper. This can be seen by [6,(4.5)]. 
Example 4.2. Consider the R-module R/m = k. Since k = 1 . k[x(r)], the single 
element e;+l := 1 constitutes a Weierstrass basis of k with respect to xl,. . ,x,, where 
m; = 0 (1 < i < r), m,+l = 1. 
Example 4.3. Let K. (resp. L’.) denote the Koszul complex of R (resp. R’) with 
respect to xi,. . .,x, (resp. x2,. . . ,xr) and let L. = L’. @R’ R. We know that K. is 
identical with the mapping cone of the chain map 4. : L.-l (- 1) -+ L._, such that 
$i(Ut, A . . . A it,_] ) = XI(U~, A . . A of,_, ) for all bases utl A . . . A ut,_, of Li-1 (i E Z), 
therefore K. has a decomposition over R’ into L’., 2.. Suppose 1 < p < r and let 
Syzi(k) denote CokeP($+,). Since $ = ( -$;I i) with @i = diag(x, ) and K. is 
exact except at Ko, we find by (2) of Lemma 312 that 
Syzi(k) = ImR(e) 
= 
( 
09 ~(UI A Ui, A . . . A Ui,_, )R @ (0 $ ImR’(%‘)) 
l<i,...<i,_,<r 
1 
as R/-module. Since L’. has the same structure as K., we can apply the same procedure 
to ImR’(#$’ ) and so on. Thus, we find 
r-p+1 
S&(k) = @ $ 
i=l i<il...<i,_t<r 
L$(Ui A Ui, A . . . A pi,_, )k[x(i - l)] . 
On the other hand, it follows from the relation q o a;+,, = 0 that 
Xii$(Ui, A ’ ’ ’ A Ui,) + A(-l)lXi,L$(Ui A pi, A ‘. . A zii, A ’ A pi,) = 0 (4.3.1) 
I=1 
for all i,il,..., i, with i < il < ... < i,. Let mi be 0 for Y - p + 1 < i 5 r + 1 and 
( > 
1;:: forlIi~r-p+l.Foreachi(lIiIr-p+l),letfurtherei,...,e~~ 
be a sequence consisting of all $(u, A ui, A . . . A ui,_, ) (i < il . . . < i,_l ) arranged 
in a suitable order. Then the relations (4.3.1) imply (2.5.1), so that { ei 1 1 < i 5 
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Y + 1, 1 5 1 5 mi } is a Weierstrass basis of E with respect to xi,. . . ,xr. In particular, 
&(Sy@)) = (<I;. f . ; ii’;. . . ; g+l ) with ri’ = pm’. By Goto’s theorem (see [12,13]), 
a maximal graded Buchsbaum module M over R is the direct sum of a graded free 
module and modules of the forms k(-s) (s E Z) and Syzi(k)(-t) (1 5 p < r, t E Z), 
with s’s, t’s and p’s being determined by H,!,, (0 < i < r). We can therefore compute 
the basic sequence of a maximal graded Buchsbaum module completely. 
Lemma 4.4. Let E be a jinitely generated graded R-module of dimension r such 
that l&H&(E)) < 00 for all i < r. Then E has a Weierstrass basis with respect 
to Xl,...,Xr. 
Proof. By Proposition 16 in [16, Appendix], the reversed sequence x,, . . .,x1 is filter- 
regular with respect to E. As remarked after Definition 2.1, the original xl,. . . ,x, is 
therefore a r.f.-r. E-sequence, whence follows our assertion by Theorem 2.11. 0 
Example 4.5. Let K., L’. and L. be as in Example 4.3. Set F. = K.4, G’. = 
L’.q, G. = G’.@R~R, T. = K._,_l(-a- l)P, S’. = L:_,_,(-a-l)P, S. = S’.@R/R. 
Then F. has a decomposition over Rt into G’., Qi. := &.@q and T. into S’., Y, := 
&._a_i@J’. By Lemma 3.12 and [7, (2.6)], given a chain map v. : F. -+ T., there is 
a chain map pL. : F. + T., which is chain homotopic to v. such that 
with 
in matrix representation with respect to the direct sum decompositions 
F. = G.-1(-l) @ G., 
where 
T. = S.-1(-l) @ S., 
Tl = { (il,...,ii) 1 15 il < ... < il 5 r }, 
Ti={(il,...,il)12<il <...<il<r}, 
UI=Ui, A’e’AUil, UT = U? A . . . A Uir 
11 I, for 1 = (il,. . . ,ii). 
Note that hl is a (p,q) matrix with entries in k for all I. The mapping cone Y. := 
con(v. ). = con@.). therefore has a decomposition over R’ into 2’. := con(pr )., 
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by Lemma 3.11, where $’ = (-l>‘#. Let b (a 5 b < r) be an integer 
z’= CokeP(a,Y,,), E’ = Coke&(&,). Then mH,!JE) = 0, f&Hi (E)) < CO 
for i < r by duality and dim(E) = r, since Y. is exact at Y, for i 2 b + ;? Hence by 
Lemma 4.4, E has a Weierstrass basis with respect to x1,. ,xr. Moreover, Hb( Y”*) = 
0 and 
El’) = min(Z.)b-1(-l) @ aE__,(se(Z.)b-1(-l)) @ ag(se(Z.)b), (4.5.1) 
E’ ” Er2] CE af’(se(Z’.)b) (4.5.2) 
by Proposition 3.8. For each j, let K(xi+i , . . . ,xr) denote the Koszul complex of R with 
respect to xj+l, . ,x,. Denote further the composite chain map 
K(xj+l,...,Xr).’ of Keq -If;K._,_1(-a- 1)J’ 
proiection+ K(x~+~, . . ,xr).+,(-a - l)p 
by 2:” and rank,,,,,(~~” (mod m)) by @) (i E Z). Note here that ALo’ = p., ;I!” = pt’. 
Since the components of 1:” all lie in k if expressed in matrix form, we may regard 
&’ as a chain map between direct sums of Koszul complexes of k[x( j)] with respect 
t0 Xj+l,..., x,. By definition, 
q! = Gi @ ,$+l = R/(-i)’ 
ra&,,,,($ (mod m)) = rankR~,,,,/(#’ (mod m’)) = rank&~) = ai”, 
so that 
Z,_i(-1) = min(Z.)b_i(-1) @ R(-b)“F1l @ R(-b - l)“:‘, 
(1) 
-‘*-’ @ R(-b - 1) &I;! ,)-‘a” 
It follows therefore from (4.5.1) that 
+$’ 
@R(-b - 1) 
p(,‘;: l)-‘;“. 
Since Z’. is the mapping cone of the chain map pl’ = A!” : G’. -+ S’., by applying 
the same argument as above to E’, one finds 




Again by the same argument, 
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where R” = &x(2)]. Thus, since EG+*) = (E[‘])O’) = E”) for j > 2, we reach a 
conclusion by induction that 
Eb) = k[x( j - 1)1(-b)’ 
++$-U 
Cl3 k[x( j - l)](-b - 1) 
for j 2 2. Let M be a finitely generated graded R-module having no free direct 
summand such that E = M @ V, with V graded and free. In fact, Y = ai(se(Y.)b) = 
R(4)“:). Therefore, if the sequence ni,. . . ,x, is sufficiently general for E, 
with 
t times 
by what we have seen, where s’ = 0,. .. 3 q) for integers s, t (t > 0). Now, let N be a 
finitely generated graded R-module having no free direct summand of dimension r. If 
it is quasi Buchsbaum and satisfies #{ i 1 HA(N) # 0, i < r } 5 2, then by [7,(4.6)], 
it is the direct sum of modules obtained by shifting those of the same structure as 
M with fixed a 2 1 and b. Likewise, if it is 2-Buchsbaum (cf. [l 1, Section I]) and 
satisfies #{ i 1 H;(N) # 0, i -c r } = 1, the same holds with a = 0 and a fixed b. 
Hence, in principle, computation of RR(N) can be carried out for these cases. 
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